
We are committed to supporting the new CMC which handles all local mail processing.

The Culler, maintained by EMSD, can filter out mails 
with thickness of over 7mm for manual processing.

We ensure that the Optical Video-coding Integrated System sorts mails quickly and accurately for “following 
working day delivery”.
�

To make way for the MTR Shatin-Central 
Link, the Hongkong Post’s International 
Mail Centre (IMC) in Hung Hom had to be 
relocated to a new site in Kowloon Bay –  
the Central Mail Centre (CMC). After a 
successful migration of its service to the 
CMC, which had spanned over a period of 
eight months, the IMC was closed after 
business on 8 March 2014.

A smooth migration of the postal service 
from IMC to CMC involved detailed 
planning of every step from equipment 
dismantling to transportation, followed by 
reinstallation, tuning, testing and 
commissioning. Ever since the 
commencement of the CMC project at its 
design stage in 2010 and until the end of 
the eight-month migration period, we had 
worked very closely with Hongkong Post 
and MTR on the equipment design, 
logistics, technical requirements and flow 
of the migration. To cater for the service 
demand during the transition period when 
both IMC and CMC were in simultaneous 
operation, our staff frequently worked till 
midnight and irregular hours even during 
the Chinese New Year holidays. 

Our role at CMC is to provide maintenance 
services for the newly upgraded postal 
equipment, E&M, air-conditioning, 
electronics and building services facilities. 
The upgraded postal system comprises 
two types of letter sorting machines: 12 
Optical Video-coding Integrated Systems 
and 3 Culler Facer Cancellers (CFC) that 
handle standard and non-standard mails 
respectively. While the older generation of 
CFC could only carry out the stamp 
recognition and cancelling functions, the 
new generation of CFC could handle the 
entire letter sorting process, taking on 
additional functions like address 
recognition and letter sorting. 

The new postal system at CMC can handle 
a maximum of 4.5 million mails every day, 
an almost 30% increase in the maximum 
handling capacity of International Mail 
Centre. We pledge to provide professional 
services at CMC to support Hongkong 
Post’s performance pledge of “following 
working day delivery”. 

Smooth Mail Service Migration 


